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Over 40 years’ of  
delivering world-class 

development programmes
020 3058 4517
skerntrainingandskills.co.uk TRAINING & SKILLS

Early career and 
talent development 

programmes
Transforming business performance,  

behaviours and leadership 
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Why us? 
Everyone has the capacity to achieve extraordinary things, and for over 40 years 
our success in delivering world-class development programmes has centred on our 
deep understanding of the desired outcomes. Our programmes are shaped to deliver 
personal development benefits that have the greatest impact at both an individual and 
team level across all business sectors. It’s wonderful to see the progression and energy 
achieved by learning through activities in an outdoor environment. We love being part 
of that. 

Why outdoors? 
Outdoor training lends itself well to increasing behavioural awareness and often 
includes a focus on team working, leadership, presentation skills, positive working 
relationships, trust, giving feedback on performance, communication, body language, 
creative thinking… and more! Everyone leaves our sessions filled with enthusiasm, 
confidence and a sense of personal growth. 
Each programme is tailor-made to incorporate your business ethos and concentrates 
on delivering tangible results, through our tireless care and personal attention - 
something our customer loyalty testifies to. 

Where? 
Choose from our flagship site, Skern Lodge, in North Devon, set on England’s 
Adventure Coast; or a further nine centres nationwide through our partnership with 
Inspiring Learning, or alternatively we can come to you!

A very powerful learning experience, one 
of the best courses I have been on and so 

would highly recommend. It was great to feel 
supported whilst challenging myself.“ ”
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Instilling behaviours that 
transform your team
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Our learning approach – we start at the end
Our programmes are designed to address the learning outcomes you want to achieve.  
Our expert team will co-create a programme with you that is learner-centred, and 
incorporates feedback from the thousands of training sessions we have already 
delivered to ensure you get the very best results. Programmes are adapted in real-time 
to focus on every individual’s needs. 

Through a programme of both exciting and learning-focused activities, real  
personal growth can be achieved. Our reflection sessions, development and  
leadership models are well-timed to fit throughout the programme and are  
matched with activity experiences. Every course participant will feel they have  
had a worthwhile learning experience, rather than sitting in a room being lectured  
to. It’s a truly immersive experience with everyone getting stuck in. 

Levy-funded apprenticeship development training  
We are proud to be approved by the ESFA as a main provider of levy-funded 
apprenticeship development courses. EFSA’s behavioural standards are used as  
a backdrop to every programme, which often forms a part of the 20% off-the-job  
training requirement. 

Team development 
Whether you’re looking at developing your future management team or bringing a  
new group together to work on your next big project, we will design a programme  
for  you that markedly improves performance. 
It’s true, teams take a while before they work together effectively. We can fast-track  
these stages and address any specific issues. Wherever your team are in their process  
of development, we focus your group on its collective goal and provide the 
springboard for more effective working relationships.

Leadership development  
Leadership is a skill that needs to be learnt. Providing the right level of challenge 
to ensure that individuals are pushed to their full potential is something our skilled 
trainers can control in a supportive environment. Facilitated feedback provides the 
opportunity to grow and apply that learning back into the workplace.

We like to provide an ‘educational window’. Our job is to help a participant see the 
journey ahead by preparing mindsets for learning even before their training starts, and 
delivering a programme that helps them access the opportunities on the other side of 
that window. Our experiences provide practical opportunities to develop meta-skills 
on topics such as time management, presenting yourself and first impressions to 
others. Often undervalued, we know these basic skills play a big part in future career 
development, and we acknowledge these during the programme. “ ”

The self-awareness component of 
the course was highly valuable, with 
regards to the image I project to 
others in a group situation.
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Our development programmes
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Everything starts with you. One size does not fit all. Our expert trainers 
continuously review and adjust sessions and can create follow up courses to ensure 
lasting effectiveness. 

Pre-course 
High-quality preparation is a key component of a successful course. We like to 
meet our clients, assist in the preparation of pre-course communication and 
documentation such as agreed course content, ‘joining instructions’, medical/
dietary information and evaluation methods. We will also provide you with risk 
assessments needed to satisfy health and safety requirements. 

During
We work with participants and your other stakeholders to ensure the programme 
reflects your learning intent, and is also adjusted as needed throughout. Many 
courses alter as needs change and this is easily managed through regular, direct 
liaison with our skilled delivery team.

After
Of course the end of the course is not the end of the learning. Indeed, you  
may argue this is the start of the real return on investment. Skern share evaluation 
data and any evidence of course outcomes quickly after each programme. We like 
to continue our customer dialogue to reflect and share our thoughts ensuring  
any learning gained or demonstrated is taken back to the workplace. 

Follow-up programmes
For many of our longstanding clients, our courses have become main components 
of long term training packages, progressing each year and gaining momentum as a 
fundamental part of business development. 
Lots of our clients invite us to their workplace for a follow-up day with participants 
to see how the action plans are progressing and to deliver a few activities to really 
anchor this. 

Our end to end service and what 
you can expect
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Like many businesses, you’re only as good as your team. We are hugely proud to 
have the very best team of skilled experts who deliver consistent, high quality and 
professional training. Our approach is informal but meaningful and productive. Our 
team have years’ of experience at Skern Training and Skills and consistently deliver 
programmes of a very high standard. The success is based on quickly developing 
sound working relationships with every member of a team, which creates a friendly 
and productive environment for learning. 

Our expert team 

In line with industry, licensing and insurance requirements, every team member is fully 
qualified in the activities for which they are deployed, enhanced DBS checked, and are 
trained in safeguarding. All risk assessments are available via an online portal which is 
shared when required. 

Our locations hold numerous nationally recognised endorsements including, British 
Canoeing, Royal Yachting Association Adventure Mark and licences issued by the 
Adventure Activities Licensing Authority (AALA).

Safeguarding and safety
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A place to stay with fantastic food 

Sleeping
A good night’s sleep is essential after a busy day of training. There are four 
accommodation areas, all close by and private to each group. Rooms are often 
shared by course participants and are warm, clean and comfortable, and fully 
prepared on arrival. Each group is allocated their own training/meeting room 
and social area; with facilities nearby. 

Eating
The dining room is at the heart of the centre, serving a good choice of food, 
using local produce and all prepared on-site by our chefs. A full English 
breakfast, a packed or hot lunch depending on activities on the day, followed by 
a three course dinner will be enjoyed. All dietary requirements can also be easily 
met. Each group has an allocated meal time to enjoy their time together and 
discuss their days’ events; a vital social part of the whole experience. 

Skern Lodge  – our flagship site
Situated in North Devon within 22 acres of its own land on the 
banks of the Taw Torridge estuary, overlooking the Atlantic 
Ocean. The centre has been designed to allow effective outdoor 
learning to take place utilising the stunning local area as well 
as it’s on site activities, this is complemented by dedicated 
meeting rooms, accommodation and dining facilities.
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You can also choose from nine 
Inspiring Learning adventure 
centres across the UK
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OVERSTRAND  
HALL

WEST 
RUNTON

ISLE OF 
WIGHT

GROSVENOR HALL

DUKESHOUSE 
WOOD

STAFFORDSHIRE

DEARNE 
VALLEY

PEAK 
VENTURE

COLOMENDY

With well-appointed beds across a variety of comfortable indoor 
accommodation with standard single and shared bedroom accommodation, 
there’s something to suit any group.Adventure Lodges and Eco Pod villages 
are an additional option at some centres, which have a lovely community 
vibe. Your group can also use yurts for social spaces and enjoy campfires in 
the evening.

Find a training location near you
Colomendy, North Wales

Dearne Valley, South Yorkshire

Dukeshouse Wood, 
Northumberland

Grosvenor Hall, Kent

Isle of Wight

Overstrand Hall,  North Norfolk

Peak Venture, South Yorkshire

Staffordshire, West Midlands

West Runton, North Norfolk
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Case studies
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Reasons to choose Skern Lodge
1.  Detailed knowledge and experience of sector

2. Flexible, adaptable and bespoke programme

3. Professional passionate team 

4. Culture of learning – it’s what we do

Get in touch to discuss how Skern can assist you...
Call us to talk about your perfect training package on: 01237 475 992, 

or email us at: enquiries@skerntrainingandskills.co.uk

STEM
Following a successful pilot, Skern Training and Skills delivered an apprentice 
behaviours programme for a government funded research facility. Apprentices  
were being asked to be review their own self-awareness, but due to limited life 
experience, found it difficult. We provided the tools and support to encourage  
them to develop their confidence and speak out with ease.

We added more weight to team dynamics as core content of their training 
programme with fantastic results. Each year, we made subtle but relevant changes 
to ensure the course moved with the times. These included the timing of course 
delivery, to better suit business needs. Following changes from frameworks to 
standards, we co-wrote a new learning journal, which embedded company and 
behavioural language, and further enhanced their programme.

Automotive
We have been working with automotive companies since the early 1990s and 
currently deliver an annual large-scale outdoor learning programme for newly 
formed apprentices. Over many years, we have co-created programmes to ensure 
our training programme’s effectiveness. We work across various business sites 
on a consultative-basis to deliver programmes that focus on training at different 
levels, there are now level 3 and 5 apprentices working alongside one another, 
so our training ensures mature apprentices get their needs met, as well as those 
newly appointed. We take great care in sharing insight from reflection sessions, and 
ensuring any recommendations put forward are actioned with trackable results. 

Retail 
Skern was asked to design and deliver an annualised programme alongside the 
Learning and Development team in the business to support the competencies 
required in the first line management role. The course led candidates into an 
assessment of competence and supported them to secure promotion in a new role. 
This programme ran for over 20 years and was written to develop self awareness, 
team management skills and leadership understanding. The content was co-written 
with the business to ensure relevance. It was facilitated and delivered by Skern staff 
through a week long residential course, which built confidence in the participants 
knowledge and behaviours culminating in an action plan that was shared back into 
the business.
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Contact our experienced team to talk about
a behavioural residential programme built around you.

020 3058 4517
enquiries@skerntrainingandskills.co.uk

www.skerntrainingandskills.co.uk


